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ABSTRACT

We consider the problem of assigning parts and tools on a Flexible Manufacturing System
composed by W identical parallel workstations� so that the workload of the workstations
is well balanced	 The goal is to minimize the total number of tools needed on all worksta

tions� including multiple copies� if any	 We give an integer programming formulation of
this problem and a strong cutting plane algorithm to solve it	 We used cover inequalities
for the �� � knapsack constraints and other valid inequalities to strengthen the formula

tion and applied branch and cut method	 Computational experiences on some real world
problems and randomly generated problems are reported	
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� Introduction

Automated production planning algorithms can be used to improve productivity in vari

ous manufacturing environments	 This paper considers one such environment� a Flexible
Manufacturing System �FMS composed by four identical parallel workstations	 Each
workstation can perform di�erent operations� provided that it is equipped with the re

quired tools	

In a common decomposition strategy �see� for example� ��� the production plan at a
mid
term �or tactical level is obtained by solving three strongly inter
related problems�
the part type selection �i	e	 how many part types� and how many parts of each type�
should be processed within a given planning horizon� typically a shift� the part routing
�i	e	 on which workstation to produce each part� and the tooling �i	e	 �nd the best
allocation of tools to workstations in order to process the selected parts	

Part type selection is a well known problem in production planning and has been
studied by many authors	 In a rigid approach part types are partitioned into batches �see
for example ���� �� ��	 In such an approach all parts in a batch are machined continuously
until all requirements for all parts are �nished	

A di�erent approach to part type selection is referred to as �exible approach ����	
In �exible approach part types in a batch are machined in certain relative ratios that
optimize particular indexes� such as workload balance	 A �exible approach to part type
selection usually yields better system operation performance than a rigid one	

The de�nition of the tooling problem may vary depending on many factors� and in
particular on the chosen approach to the part type selection	 Two main cases can be
distinguished�

�	 Static tool allocation� in this case tools cannot be moved from one workstation
to another while the workstation is running	 Re
tooling is permitted only at the
beginning of each shift� or when an emergency occurs� such as the failure of a tool	

�	 Dynamic tool allocation� in this case workstations can share tools via a tool handling
system	

The in�uence of tool management on the overall performance of automated production
systems has been pointed out by several authors �comprehensive surveys on this topic can
be found in ��� ���	

At the individual machine level� tool management subsumes the problem of allocating
tools to the machine and simultaneously sequencing the parts to be processed so as to
minimize some measure of the production performance	

In multi
machine environments �see� for example ��� ��� the problem consists of par

titioning parts and tools required by the selected part types among the workstations so
that the workload of the workstations is well balanced and the number of tools optimizes
particular indexes� such as the number of duplication �static tool allocation or the num

ber of tool changes �dynamic tool allocation	 In ��� the static tool allocation problem is
formulated as a non
linear mixed
integer program� and it is solved by several lineariza

tions	 In ���� the same problem is formulated as a �
� integer program and it is solved by
Lagrangian relaxation	 Other authors �see� for example ��� �� proposed heuristic methods
to solve static as well as dynamic tool allocation problems	
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Dynamic tool allocation allows lower tooling costs� despite a more complex tool man

agement policy	 Static tool allocation requires higher tooling costs� because of the multiple
copies required for many tools	 On the other hand� it requires very simple tool manage

ment policy and allows better performances in terms of throughput and system reliability�
due to the fact that each workstation can work independently from the others	

In this paper �exible part type selection and static tool allocation are analyzed� the
goal is to minimize tool duplication	 In section � the production environment is sum

marized	 A description of the optimization model is given in section �	 In section �
computational results are reported	

� The System

The manufacturing system considered is installed into an avionics components industry	
It is a common FMS composed by four parallel workstations� equipped with a large on

board tool magazine with ��� available positions	 Workstations are connected by a rail
guided vehicle in charge of moving parts between them	

Material handling system comprises two rotary stations used for �xturing and load�unload
operations	 A big bu�er can host parts �raw products� sub
processed and �nished prod

ucts� pallets� �xtures as well as �xtured pallets with the raw parts to be processed	 Parts
and tools transportation system are fully automated	

The orders are released weekly and partitioned among shifts	 Each part to be processed
has to undergo a known set of operations� or part program� to be executed consecutively	
Parts requiring the same part program are said to belong to the same part type	 We de�ne
a lot as the set of all parts in a part type	 The production plan in a shift consists of N
lots of parts to be processed	 Once loaded on a workstation� a part is not removed until
the completion of its part program� i	e	 preemption is not allowed� due to high quality
standard requirements	 Let ni denote the number of parts in lot i	 The execution of a
part program for a part of lot i requires a known processing time pi	 Let qi � nipi be the
time needed to process all parts in lot i	

Each operation in a part program requires a speci�c tool which must be present at the
spindle of the machine when the operation starts	 Therefore� each part requires a set of
tools for its production	 Let Ti be the set of tools required for executing the part program
for a part of lot i	

The tool magazines local to the workstations must contain all the tools needed in each
shift	 The automated tool transportation system is to be used as a setup device and to
perform consumed tool substitutions	 Hence� if two part programs requiring the same tool
must be executed on two di�erent workstations� then the required tool must be duplicated�
i	e	 it must be loaded on the on
board tool magazine of both workstations� even if the two
part programs are executed at di�erent times	 In other words the supervisory controller of
the FMS is unable to schedule tools usage during a shift	 Let T be the set of all di�erent
tools needed to process all parts of all lots in a shift� i	e	 T �

SN
i�� Ti	

� The loading problem

The loading problem requires to assign jobs and tools to the workstations within a given
time horizon� typically a shift	 Even if in our application the number of workstations
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equals four� in this section we concern with a general numberW of workstations	 Decision
variables� parameters and symbols used in the integer programming formulation are listed
below	

� xjk � � if the tool k is assigned to the workstation j� � otherwise�

� fij� fraction of lot i to be processed on the workstation j�

� Ti� set of tools required by each part of lot i�

� T � set of all tools required in the shift� i	e	 T �
SN
i�� Ti�

� W � number of the workstations�

� N � number of part types to be processed in the shift	

De�ning qi as the time consuming of all parts of part type i in the shift� and cjk as the
cost of assigning tool k to workstation j� we obtain the following mixed linear program	
Of course� the case cjk � � corresponds to minimize tool duplications	 Let us denote this
problem as �P�	

Problem �P���

min
PW
j��

P
k�T cjkxjk ��PW

j�� fij � � i � �� � � � � N ��PN
i�� qifij �

�
W

PN
i�� qi j � �� � � � �W ��

xjk � fij � � i � �� � � � � N � ��

j � �� � � � �W � k � Ti

fij � � i � �� � � � � N � ��

j � �� � � � �W

xjk � f�� �g j � �� � � � �W � k � T ��

Inequalities �� ensure each lot to be completely processed	 Inequalities �� provide
the workload balance among workstations	 Inequalities �� ensure the presence� on each
workstation� of all tools needed by the part types assigned to that workstation	

Notice that a feasible solution always exists and it corresponds to trivially assign
fij �

�
W

for all i� j and xjk � �� for all j� k	 Note also that� by �xing the variables xjk to
� or to �� the problem becomes an assignment problem� and therefore it can be solved in
polynomial time	

In order to obtain an initial integer solution� better than the trivial one� we apply the
procedure shown in Figure �	

Our branch and bound algorithm for �P� is based on the Linear Programming relax

ation obtained from model ��
�� by substituting constraints �� with the following�

� � xjk � �� ��

Let us denote by �P�R the LP relaxation of �P� obtained from ��
�� and ��	 A
generic step in the branch and bound algorithm requires to chose an open problem and
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Procedure ISTL �Initial Solution Tool Loading�

Input�PLI formulation of the problem�

Output� Feasible solution vectors �x�

begin

for j � �� � � � �W � �k � T � initialize variables �xjk � �� i�e� assign all tools to all

workstations�

set exists� true�

while exists

remove a tool from a workstation� i�e� set �xjk � � in such a way that the

remaining assignment problem has a feasible solution� if no tool can be

removed� set exists � false�

end

end

Figure �� Procedure ISTL

to solve its LP relaxation� if the problem is unfeasible or its relaxed solution is integer�
the problem is closed� otherwise a branch strategy must be adopted and one or more
open problems must be generated	 Any time an integer solution is found it is compared
with the current optimum	 If it is better it becomes the current optimum	 If the relaxed
solution of an open problem gives an optimal value greater than or equal to the current
optimum� the problem is closed and no others open problems are generated from that
open problem	

The algorithm terminates when no more open problems exist	 In order to avoid not
acceptable time consuming in �nding an optimal solution we interrupt the algorithm
processing when the maximum time consuming available is reached	 The current optimal
solution is assumed to be the optimal one	

For each step in the branch and bound algorithm we chose the open problem with
minimum LP relaxation value	 The following branch step is adopted�

�	 chose an index i such that �j � �� ����W a variable xjk� k � Ti� exists that is
fractional� if not such an index exists� go to step �	

�	 Construct W sub
problems Pj � j � �� ����W � by setting in the problem Pj � xjk �
�� �k � Ti	 STOP

�	 If the search at step � does not �nd any index i� choose the fractional variable
xjk such that cjk�� � xjk is maximum and construct two sub
problems by setting
xjk � �� and xjk � � respectively	 STOP

The e�ectiveness of the branch and bound algorithm greatly depends upon the tight�
ness of the LP relaxation solved at each step of the branch and bound	 Let us formally
de�ne the tightness of an LP relaxation	 Let us consider two di�erent mixed integer for

mulations A and B of the same problem P 	 Let PA and PB denote the set of feasible
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solution of the LP relaxation of A and B respectively	 We say that formulation A is
tighter than B if PA � PB	

Looking for tight formulations helps in solving branch and bound algorithms	 In fact�
since an open problem is closed every time its LP relaxation gives an optimal value integer
or greater than or equal to the current �integer optimum� one is interested in �nding an
LP relaxation such that its optimal value is as close as possible to the integer solution of
the problem� i	e	 a relaxation as tight as possible	 In this perspective� we look for new
valid constraints to be added to the model ��
��� which are redundant as long as binary
constraints �� are imposed� but capable of improving the value of the LP relaxation	 In
this way we obtain a new linear relaxation of the problem �P�� tighter than �P�R	

We will consider a special class of such additional constraints	 This class derives from
the Knapsack substructure of �P�� and contains cover inequalities �see� e	g	� ���	 Let
consider one of the inequalities ��	 Variables fij are not binary� nonetheless� due to
constraints ��� they have the binary variables xjk as upper bound	 Therefore we can
write the following valid Knapsack inequalities�

NX
i��

qixjk�i� �
�

W

NX
i��

qi ��

where k�i is any index k � Ti� associated to the real variable fij� for each i � �� ���� N 	
Since the objective of the problem lead to minimize the number of variables xjk � �� we
would like to set to zero as many variables as possible	 In fact� every time a variable xjk
is set to zero� all parts in any lot i which need tool k must be processed on some machines
di�erent from j	 Since� from equation ��� the maximum workload of all machines di�erent
from j is W��

W

PN
i�� qi� then the maximum number of variables xjk� k � T � we can set to

zero is strictly lesser than T � for a given j	 In order to introduce the cover inequalities we
need to change the variables as follows	 Let us introduce the new variables yjk � f�� �g �
de�ned as�

yjk � �� xjk� ��

From �� and ��� we have�

NX
i��

qiyk�i� �
W � �

W

NX
i��

qi ���

Since some of the variables yjk�i� may refer� in general� to the same variable� we will
consider in the following a general constraint in the form�

X
k�T

akyjk �
W � �

W

NX
i��

qi � b ���

A cover C of equation ��� is a subset of T such that
P
k�C ak � b	 A cover is said to

be minimal if
P
k�C�fhg ak � b for any h � C	 For each cover C we can write the following

inequality� which is valid for all the integer solutions of ����

X
k�C

yjk � jCj � � ���
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The above class of additional constraints ��� contains a huge number of members�
and even the number of di�erent equations of type �� grows exponentially with jT j and
N 	

Hence� embedding them all explicitly in the model is impractical even for small values
of jT j and N 	 On the other hand� since we are interested to obtain a tighter formulation
for �P� for a particular numerical instance� we only need a few of them	 Thus one can use
the iterative scheme shown in Figure �� where the additional constraints ��� are added
run
time to the current LP relaxation	

Procedure ADDCUTS

begin

set up the initial LP relaxation �P�R	 with constraints ��	
��	 and ��	 only�

repeat

solve the current LP model� and let x� be its optimal solution�

change variable space to y by applying equations �	�

if there exist inequalities ���	 which are violated by x� then add them

all to the current LP relaxation�

until no violated inequality has been found�

end

Figure �� Procedure ADDCUTS

In this way� at every iteration we add to the current LP relaxation only those con

straints which cut the current optimal solution of the LP relaxation of the problem	 The
key point of the above scheme is the identi�cation of violated constraints belonging to class
���	 Since the exhaustive enumeration is impractical� due to the exponential number of
such inequalities� a more sophisticated identi�cation procedure for this class is needed�
which we brie�y outline in the sequel �for the details we refer to ���	 We will look for the
most violated cover inequality among those� if any� able to cut the optimal solution of the
linear relaxation of �P�	 This can be done by solving the following knapsack problem�

max
P
k�T �y

�
jk � �zjk ���� P

k�T ajkzjk � bb � �c
zj � f�� �gn

where y�jk is the optimal solution of the linear relaxation of �P�� and zj is a binary
vector such that k � C if and only if zjk � �	 If we �nd a cover inequality able to cut
the solution y�jk � �� we can apply equations �� to obtain the new valid inequality in the
original space x�

X
k�C

xjk � �� ���
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Notice that� in the above knapsack problem� each variable zjk has a non
positive �cost�
�y�jk � � and a nonnegative �weight� ajk	 Therefore we can �x the z
variables associated
to the �� � valued variables in the y�jk as follows�

� �x zjk � � for all indices h with y�jk � �� since it does not change the objective
function� while it increases the left
hand side of the constraints in ���	

� �x zjk � � for all indices h with y�jk � �� since otherwise the resulting cover would
not violate the LP optimum y�	

As a result of the above variable
�xing� we are allowed to solve a �restricted� knapsack
problem	 Moreover� we do not need to solve the knapsack problem at optimality	 In fact�
in order to cut the relaxed optimal solution y�� we only have to �nd a solution �z such thatP
k�T �y

�
jk� ��zjk � ��	 Therefore� we heuristically solve the restricted knapsack problem

with considerable saving of computing time required to determine a new valid inequality	
It is also possible to lift the cover inequalities to obtain stronger valid inequalities �and

therefore a tighter formulation	 In fact� suppose an index h �� C is found� such that the
inequality

P
k�C�fhg xjk � � is valid for Problem �P�� then a stronger valid inequality

has been found	 We do this by the procedure shown in Figure �	

Procedure Lifting

Input�ajk� b� C�

Output�new cover C ��

begin

set A � fajk � k � Cg� B � fajk � k �� Cg� C � � C�

repeat

a�jk � maxfajk � ajk � Bg�

Let d be the sum of the jCj smallest elements of A � a�jk�

if d � b then A � A � a�jk� B � B � fa�jkg� C
� � C � � fkg�

until d � b

end

Figure �� Procedure Lifting

At this point we have a good procedure to determine a cover inequality� if it ex

ists� starting from a particular knapsack inequality in the form ��	 Since there are an
exponential number of such inequalities� coming from a single equation ��� we need a
procedure to determine run
time a set of promising inequalities of the form �� in order
to formulate and solve problem ���	 For each j � �� � � � �W we chose the most promising

inequality as follows	 The key observation is that it is more convenient to associate to the
largest variable y�jk the largest ajk as possible	 Therefore� for each machine j� we apply
the procedure in Figure �	

Adding cover inequalities to the LP formulation helps in solving the branch and bound
since it reduces substantially the total number of open problems to analyze	 In table �
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Procedure Select Knapsack

begin

for j � � to W do

for i � � to N do

set yjk�i� � yjh such that yjh � maxfy�jk � k � Tig

end

Figure �� Procedure Select Knapsack

Table �� Performance of the branch and bound codes	

Size nodes constraints

N�T BB BB� BB BB�

����� ��� �� ��� ���

����� ���� ���� ��� ���

������ ���� ���� ��� ���

����� ����� ����� ���� ����

������ ����� ����� ���� ����

we evaluate the performances of procedure ADDCUTS	 The two branch and bound algo

rithms considered here �BB and BB� only di�ers in the usage of the covers inequalities	
BB is the simple branch and bound code� while BB� is the code with the procedure
ADDCUTS	 Table � shows the e�ectiveness of this procedure� especially for large
scale
instances� i	e	 when the maximum number of open problem is a critical factor� due to the
limited amount of memory available on the computer	 In the �rst column the size of the
considered instance is reported	 The �rst number indicates the total number of jobs N
in the instance� the second number is the total number of tools jT j in the instance� while
the total number of workstations has be �xed equal to W � � in all instances	 Second
and third column report the total number of LP problems solved with BB and BB� code�
respectively	 In the fourth and �fth column the total number of constraints is reported�
respectively in the original formulation of the problem and while solving the problem with
BB�	

� Numerical results

The production scenery was simulated on the basis of the production requirements of a
typical Flexible Manufacturing System produced by an Italian producer of FMSs	 The
system is installed into a French avionics component industry	

The daily production scenery considered is composed by ��
�� di�erent part types
with a total number of ���
��� di�erent tools	 Each part type requires from �� up to ��
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Table �� Numerical Results	

Instance solution value time �sec

Size ISTL SPLIT Opt SPLIT B � B

���� �� �� �� �	�� ����

���� �� �� �� �	�� �����

����� ��� ��� ��� �	�� � �� h

������ ��� ��� ��� ���	� � �� h

������ ��� ��� ��� ���	� � �� h

������ ��� ��� ��� ����	� � �� h

������ ��� ��� ��� ����	� � �� h

������ ��� ��� ��� ����� � �� h

tools and the processing time is from �� up to ��� minutes	 Our attempts to solve exactly
real size problems were unsuccessful for problems with W � �	 However� the algorithm is
very e�cient in solving �
machines problems	 Therefore� a system with W � � machines
has been considered for the experiments	 For such a system� an heuristic �referred to in
the table as SPLIT  has been used	 SPLIT is based on a �rst step in which a two macro

machines partition is performed and a second step in which each macro
machine is divided
into two machines	 In Table � computational results are shown	 In column � the number of
part types and tools for each instance are shown	 In column �� � and � the solution of the
ISTL heuristic� SPLIT heuristic and the optimum value are given respectively	 In column
� the time consuming of split heuristic is given� while in column � The time consuming
of the branch and bound code is reported	 The maximum computing time allowed for
computation was �xed equal to �� hours	 When this time limit was reached we stopped
the computation and reported in the fourth column of Table � the best integer solution
found within the time limit	 Observe that the improvement to heuristic SPLIT after ��
hours computing time is limited to one or two tools	 All programs are in C language�
and they make use of CPLEX for solving the LP relaxation	 The timings reported are
computed on a RISC ����
�AT	
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